
Slightly modified. Significantly improved.
One-handed planer EHL 65 EQ



The spiral blade.
For maximum surface quality, silent operation and easy blade replacement.

Perfect handling.
The ideal assembly planer – weighs only 
2.4 kg and compact for easy manoeu-
vring, softgrip handle with cutting depth 
adjustment, additional texturing on the 
main handle offers even greater hand 
grip capability. The convenient single 
switch operation combined with the time 
and space saving of the plug-it connection 
makes for quick machine changes.

Powerful performance
The 4mm planning depth and 23mm rebate 
capacity permit efficiency and flexibility. 
The stepless cutting depth adjustment  
ensures that accuracy is maintained and 
combined with the spiral blade guarantees 
that a high quality surface is achieved on 
all materials that the EHL 65 EQ is used on.

Protects your health
The EHL 65 operates cleanly and quietly. 
The chip ejection and dust collection  
can be easily switched to the left or right 
hand side. This allows clean working and 
freedom of movement. The sprial blade 
ensure the EHL 65 EQ operates quietly  
and efficiently. 

Unique results: The EHL 65 EQ operates 
with a drawing cut to produce a particularly 
fine planing pattern. No chatter marks.  
No rework.

Simply faster – the blade replacement system 
with automatic adjustment function eliminates 
the need to adjust the cutting circle diameter. 
Practical: The blade replacement tool is attached 
directly to the machine.

Notably quieter. The spiral blade reduces 
noise levels during work.



Protects the workpiece and blade:  
The spring-loaded shoe keeps the 
blade away from the surface. The shoe 
folds inwards automatically when the 
machine is set down – even on narrow 
edges.

The perfect system: The plug-it 
connection on the EHL 65 EQ is now 
compatible with plunge-cut saws and 
jigsaws as well as other assembly 
machines.

Orientation aid: is the same width as 
the blade, and can be used to keep the 
material central when planing.

Versatile: 23 mm rebate depth for a greater 
application spectrum.
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3. Rebate depth

Festool EHL 65 EQ

4. Planing depth in a single cut1. Weight 2. Height

Ergonomic. Quick. Precise.
Minimal weight.
Outstanding handling.

Weighing only 2.4 kg with a compact design, it was already  
the lowest and most lightweight one handed planer in its 
class but also the most powerful. The adjustable 4 mm  
planing depth and rebate depth of 23 mm utilises the spiral 
blade design to produce an outstanding surface finish.

However we have further optimised, improved and enhanced 
the ergonomics of the machine. A softgrip on the handle for 
comfort on the depth adjustment, single button operation and 
ergonomic ribs on the housing for a secure hold. The planer 
can now be guided even more effortlessly both horizontally 
and vertically, with either both hands or just the right or left.

The new one-handed planer EHL 65 EQ: slightly modified.  
Significantly improved.

Unique power. Unique performance.
The EHL 65 EQ compared to competitor machines in the 
same class

Competitor A

Competitor B

Competitor C

in mmin mmin cmin kg



3-year warranty*

Repair service

10-year spare parts availability

Application advice for users

EASY

Easy to register and available with every Festool tool: 1+2 Warranty
Simply register your tool online within 30 days of purchase for an extra free 2 year warranty : 
1+2 = 3. Visit www.festool.com.au for information and registration of your tool.

Technical data

Power consumption 720 W

Rotational speed 15,600 rpm

Planing width 65 mm

Planing depth 0–4 mm

Max. rebate depth 23 mm

Dust extraction connector Ø 27 mm

Accessories Order no.

1 Bench unit SE-EHL for stationary trimming and rebating, 
swivelling protective cover, slotted assembly board with 
non-slip coating, including cutting depth scale, in a carton 

488524

2 Rebate depth stop FA-EHL for rebate depths of 0-23 mm 488543
3 Parallel stop PA-EHL for lateral guidance, adjustment range 

of 0-82 mm
488544

Features | Technical data | System accessories

Items included One-handed planer EHL 65 EQ Plus Order no.

Parallel stop, operating tool, plug-it cable,  
in a SYSTAINER SYS 2 T-LOC
EHL 65 EQ Plus GB 240V 574560
EHL 65 EQ Plus GB 110V 574561
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